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Market Size and Scalability

MARKET ACCEPTANCE
Government incentives and interest in expanding block chain utilisation 
to curb corruption

Growing market economy with increasing compliance measures to 
enforce the mandated social investments

Just India
2.5-3.3b USD

BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
Distributed ledger system allowing for easy scalability and expansion 
into alternative business models
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Companies
1.000 USD  

Monthly subscription  
Additional pricing per features 

per SD project.

Contractors 
100 USD  

annual subscription

Communities 
Rural, Developing and 
Underdeveloped areas 

Participate for free. 
Pricing model for  

State to access the data

Business Model
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Value Proposition

Smart Contracts  
Remove the need for intermediaries charging 10X more and reducing 
the amount of funding that gets to rural communities in development 

Digital Platform 
keeps track of the progress done in each of their projects and a 
maintain a reputation system for the parties involved 

Reporting tool 
Allowing companies to have full visibility of the impact they are 
having in rural communities that they are helping. Assisting CSR 
Committees to take decisions about funding and making 
companies compliant with CSR regulations.
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Validation Exploring pilot projects in 
Colombia, Brazil, India, Pakistan and Nigeria 

Contractors  
need easier and less costly access to 
resources instead of paying lobbyists 
or directing their efforts out of scope 
for procuring funding

Companies 
willing to pay for a product 
that demonstrate the impact 
of their funding, curbs 
corruption and increases 
transparency while helping 
them take better decisions 
with less people involved. 

Rural Communities 
want a way to report the 
progress and submit 
complaints that will keep 
the parties accountable  

Governments  
like the Indian are actively 
promoting Blockchain 
utilisation for social 
development.
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Transparent and Accountable  

Social Development Funding



Timeline and Next Steps
The potential market for our 
product grows year after year.

1

5

2

4
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Global trends in CSR management unveil an increasing 
effort to integrate CSR management to C-Executive 
level and a higher control over the use of the assets
invested in CSR.

Phase 1: Pilot Projects

Support from NORAD and potential partnership for 
pilot projects in a Norwegian Kommune (Connected 
to NTNU Research Project backed by Innovation 
Norge and Forskningsrådet)

Phase 2: International Implementation

Explore the extension of the pilot nationally and 
Internationally to a project in a developing country.

Phase 3: Ruvikas Blockchain

Full productisation of the Ruvikas Blockchain 
Technology for the Smart Contract Management 
Platform to allow Scalability.

Phase 4: Entering the International Market

In collaboration between the Indian and Norwegian 
Government we introduce a solution to track and 
manage Social Development Funding

Phase 5: Donations and Rewards Features

Tokenisation of a reward and donation system, opened to 
external investment and backed on Ruviks  
(Ruvikas Cryptocurrency)


